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OBJECTIVE ANO CONTENT 
The Director-General has now decided to group 
together undcr the name 'Mediterranean Programme' 
a set of schcmcs, networks and activíties covering 
this area. 
The aim oí the programme is threefold: 
1. to contributc to the advancement of the countríes 
and peoples of the Mediterranean in tbe sectors 
Lhat corrcspond to UNESCO's mandate; 
2. to develop co-operation between public and prí-
vate sectors (civil societies) in ali parts of the 
Mediterranean area; 
3. to promote the Mediterranean as an ecoculturaJ 
region. 
These threc objectives will be pursued through 
practica! aclions in the field, to be carried out by local 
organizations and people grouped together in net-
works or mobilizcd in ad hoc partnerships. Priority 
will be given to nctworks that are already operacional 
and capablc of financing ali or part of their activi-
ties. Furthcnnore, funding of the programme's net-
works, projccts and actions by UNESCO to help with 
cheir implemcmation, and then under co-financing 
arrangemcnls only, will have to be examined on a 
case-by-case basis. 
The programme is to develop around two major 
conccrns. namely, the desire to bring about the 
emergence of a culture of peace and the promotion 
of cross-cultural activities. 
It is guided by principies fonnulated in documents 
su ch as the 1992 Río de Janei ro Convention on Climate 
Change and the 1995 Carthagc Charter on Tolerance 
in the Mediterranean. 
The European Cultural Agency is associated with 
UNESCO in thc implementation and execution of this prcr 
gramme. ln addition. NGOs in categories A and B have 
been infonned of the launching of the prograrnme and con-
sulted so that activities they have already undertaken in 
the Mediterranean may be taken into account. Thanks to 
this collabomlion, the numerous replies received have pro-
víded a clearer vicw of ongoiog activities and made ít 
possible to supplement certain aspects of the programme. 
The UNESCO Mediterranean Programme is a net-
work of networt...s open to further developments and 
incorporations. It currently involves over 600 organi-
zations, centres, univcrsities, instituúons and munici-
palities, rclayed in each country by National 
Commissions, UNESCO Clubs, Associated Schools 
and UNESCO accreditcd NGOs. 
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NETWORKS ANO ACTIVITIES 
NETWORK OF 
MEDITERRANEAN STUDY CENTRES 
The aim is to promotc inter-action among a number of 
study centres, both university-based and otherwise, lead-
ing to lhe exchange of information and researchers and 
to joint research on certaín ke} subjects chosen b) com-
mon accord. The network was foundcd in Barcelona on 
27 May 1995 and its programme for 1995-1996 has 
been drawn up. lts co-ordination and organization will 
be the responsibility of the Institut Catala d'Estudis -
de la Mediterranea i Cooperacío (ICM). 
It is essentiaJly concemed with carrying out joint 
rcsearch. particularly on ecoculcural and sociological 
subjects. Two initial research themes have been 
selected: 'Civil Societies of the Mediterranean · and 
·cultures of lhe Mediterranean/Mediterrancan 
Culture·. The research proper will begin in early 1996. 
In addition, the network will organize a major con-
fcrence to be held in 1996 in connection with UNESCO's 
fiftieth anniversary on the theme 'The Mediterranean -
A Global Spacc'. At this conf crence. research findings 
will be compared and presemed to the public. Thcse 
activilies wiJI give risc to publications. 
The person in charge of this network is Mr Baltasar 
Porcel, Deputy Presidem of the ICM. 
The UNESCO correspondent for tbis network is 
Mr Ali Kazancigil, DIR/SHS/MOS. 
RESEARCH NETWORK ON THE 
MEDITERRANEAN REGIONAL AREA 
Founded by the 'Groupe Méditerranée· of the lnstitut 
de Recherche sur les sociétés contemporaines 
(IRESCO) at the Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique (CNRS) in Paris, this network is devel-
oping a methodology for the socio-political study of 
the concept of regional area on the basis of the 
Mediterranean example. Embracing as it does several 
societics. the regional area offers a conceptual and epis-
temological contribution to the devclopment of new 
approaches in the social sciences and. as such. repre-
sen Is a majar epistemological input for the 
Medilerranean Programme. 
The person responsible for this network - and its 
foundcr - is Mr Nourredine Abdi. 
The UNESCO correspondent is Mr Ali Kazancigil. 
DIR/SHS/MOS. 
NETWORK OF ACADEMIES 
OF MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES 
This network is in the process of linking up the main 
academies of the Mediterranean countries - alrcady 
over 15 - and a number of others that show great inler-
cst in the Mediterranean. Its main objective is to inten-
sify relations among nacional academies. lt mal<cs it 
possiblc for them to organi1.c regular exchanges with 
each other, particularly on social problems affecting 
the Medite1Tanean. A meeting to launch the programme 
wiU be held during 1996. Arrangements will be made 
for co-ordination and exchange of information with 
NGOs with which academies belonging to the network 
are associated. 
Thc co-ordinator of this network is Ms Nicole 
Lemaire d' Agagg10. Secretary-General of che 
Europcan Academy of Arts. Scienccs and Humanities. 
The UNESCO correspondent for this network is 
Ms Katerina Stenou, Clúef. CLT/CID. 
NETWORK OF CULTURAL CENTRES 
AND FESTIVALS 
This is a network of networks, established with the 
following aims: 
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• to strengthen ex1stmg contacts between cultural 
centres and festivals on both sides of the 
Mediterranean; 
• to promote cxchanges of writers, arlists and cre-
ative workers from lhe different Medilcn·anean 
countries; 
• to encourage the movement of cultural events from 
one country to another and to co-operate in the 
organization of various activities and events. 
The existing nctwork of cultural centres in south-
ern Europc has beco invited to join the southern 
Mediterranean cultural centres and festivals in devel-
oping co-operation and cultural exchanges betwccn thc 
northem and southcm shores of the Mediterranean as 
a basis for a future joint network. 
The UNESCO correspondent for this network is 
Ms María Rosa de Madariaga. CLT/CID 
NETWORK OF MEDITERRANEAN 
FILM FESTIVALS 
A network of Mcdilerranean film festivals was set up 
on 18 Novembcr 1994 at the fifteenth Carthagc 
Festival. It is called the 'Intemational Council of 
Mediterranean Cinematic Manifestations' (MCM) and 
will bring the main festivals of the Mediterranean coun-
tries together under the auspices of IFfC. 
Tts objective is to promote the development of the 
Mediterranean film industry, with ali due regard for its 
specific characteristics and diversity. Emphasis will be 
placed on its contribution to the emergence of a cul-
ture of peace. 
Activities for 199 5: 
• Creation of a desk for the promotion of 
Mediten-anean tilms, operacional at the following 
festiva Is: 
lntemarional lswnbul Film Festival 
Ca11nes Film Festival 
Jerusalem Film Fe5tfral 
Venice Film Festiml 
Montpellier /111emt11ional Festival 
of Mediterrcmean Films 
lntemational Thenaloniki Film Festival 
Cairo lmernatwnal Film Festival 
Other activilic~ have been schedulcd for the 
network: 
• A study on the establishment of a data bank on 
Mediterrancan films. 
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• The 'MEDALM Festival' to commemorale the cen-
tenary of the cinema, the fiftieth anniversary of the 
United Nations and the Year for Peace and Tolerance, 
was organized in Pantelleria and Rome. The dis-
cussions led to the drawing up of the Pantclleria 
Declaration, which sets fo1th the principies of a 
Mediterranean Plan of Action for Lhe film industry. 
The promoter of Lhe network is Mr Pierpaolo 
Saporito. representative of IFfC. 
The UNESCO correspondent for this network is 
Ms Theresa Wagner de Reyoa. CLT/ACL. 
MEDITERRANEAN MEDIA NETWORK 
This network will make il possible to promote co-
operation betwcen television and radio stations and 
new paper editorial boards. both in the Lrainíng of 
joumalists and other calegories of staff, and in co-
producing and broa<lcasting programmes on themes 
relating to the rcgion concerned. 
(a) A first network already exists in embryo in the 
Mediterrancan Centre for Audio-Visual Com-
munication (CMCA), an offshoot of thc lnter-
national Radio and Television University (URTI). 
It is supported by the Med-Media programme and 
has to its credil severa! documentary series. The 
network has also organized: 
• a 'Mediterrancan Night'; 
• the third Confercnce of Mediterranean Telcvision 
corporations, 
The co-ordinator of the network is Mr Henri 
Dumolié, Director-General of CMCA. 
(b) UNESCO's co-operation with the International 
Freedom of Expression Exchange (IFEX) netv. ork 
and the establishment of a new UNESCO Chair in 
communicat1011 in addit1on to those already cstab-
lished in Spain (2) and Bulgaria within the framc-
work of ORBICOM, as well as training and other 
courses for women in the new communication tech-
nologies reprcsent an important contribution to the 
activities of this network. 
The UNESCO correspondent for this network 1s 
Mr Gervasio Kaliwo. Cll/COM. 
COMPUTER NETWORKS ANO SERVICES 
IN MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES 
A computer nctwork to increase tbe exchange of 
information between the countries of the south and 
north will be devcloped from the networks aJready 
ex.isting in the region. such as the Regional lnformatics 
Network for the Arab States (RlNAS) and the Regional 
Infonnatics Network for Eastem Europe (RINEE). 
which will be extended to Turkey. 
The network will facilicatc the use of intematjonal 
informatics networks by a larger number of institu-
tions and the establishment of chcmatic interest-groups 
among researchers. 
lt will also aim lo auract a greater number of insti-
tutions and, in some cases, lo upgrade their technical 
equipment. 
During thc 1996-1997 biennium, a pilot projecl will 
be implementcd concerning thc use and adaptation of 
the technical faci ltties availablc through the Internet 
for co-operation among the acadcmic institutions tak-
ing part in the Mediterranean Programme. 
The UNESCO corre-;pondent for this network is 
Mr Mustapha Chamakhí. CII/PGI. 
NETWORK OF MEDITERRANEAN 
LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES 
This network will be set up al the end of 1995. Two 
priority actions wi 11 be undertaken in 1996-1997. 
1. Using tradilional technical equipment, documents 
on diskettes, dealing mainly with new acquisitions, 
will be exchangcd among lhc member institutions. 
2. A pilot project will be implemented conceming the 
use and adaplalion of the tcchnical facilities avail-
able through thc Internet for co-operation among 
the academic institutions taking part in the 
Mediterranean Programme. 
• For in'>titutions in countries linked up by the 
Internet. the aim will be to ensure the regular 
exchange of information and lhe pro\ ision of access 
for libraries and archives in the countries noc yet 
linked up. 
• An Internet worldwide web will be established for 
countries that are linked up but do not yet have 
this feature. 
In addition. the Library of Alcxandria (Egypt) pro-
ject will be continued. This library, dcsigned as a public 
establishment for research on the civilizations and 
cultures of thc Middlc East and Mediterranean Basin, 
could eventually co-ordinate a network of co-
operation and exchange among libraries, archives and 
information centres covering the various activities of 
UNESCO in the region. Co-operation with the 'Fleec 
2000' project could be envisaged. 
The UNESCO correspondent for this network will 
be Mr Pal Yasarhelyi. Cll/PGJ. 
CITIES NETWORK 
(a} Network ol world heritage cities 
To ensurc that cach network forming pare of the pro-
gramme is as autonomous as possible and to avoid 
unnecessary duplication, the Organization of World 
Heritage Cities (OWHC) will be asked to establish a 
regional subgroup exclusively for the Mediterranean. 
Initial information on the subject has aJready been 
given to OWI IC's governing body at the meeting it 
held in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) in November 
1994. The subject wa'> discussed more thoroughly by 
the Director-General of UNESCO and the Director of 
the World Heritage Centre at the chird symposium of 
world heritage cities held in Bcrgen (Norway) from 
28 to 30 June 1995. 
The necwork's objec1ives will be to improve mon-
itoring of the -;tate of conservation, speed up emer-
gency assistance. pro vide inf ormation for specialists 
and the general public, increase exchanges, contribute 
to work to restore thesc siles and make thern prof-
itable. and seek ways of making mass tourism com-
patible with the preservation or hcritage, etc. 
An exJübition and the production of a CD-ROM 
on these cities could be the first acrivities of this 
nerwork. 
(b} The project ' I 00 Monuments 
ol the Mediterranean (oastal Heritage ' 
It was set up in 1989 undcr thc Mcditerranean Accion 
Plan (MAP). which has no\\ selected 120 historical 
sites, monument<;, urban arcas and archaeological sites, 
ali located on the Mediterranean coast. The project's 
conservation work and organiLation are based on 
UNESCO's principies and forms of action. This work 
is the result of a decision taken by the Mediterranean 
States in Gcnoa in 1985 andan initiative by Mr Serge 
Antoine, Mr Michcl Batisse and Mr Michel Parent. lts 
headquarters are situatcd in the heritage workshop of 
the city of Marsei lle. 
Mr Daniel Drocourt is its co-ordinator. 
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-Activities scheclulecl for 199 5: 
• meeting of persons in charge of cultural beritage. 
Rhodes (Greece), January; 
• creation of the Mediterranean Forum on 
Architecture and Environment, Marseille (France) 
June; 
• an intemational meeting on the establishment of 
protection measures for historical sites, Tétouhan 
(Morocco) December; 
• a study of alternative routcs in relation to the ftow 
of visitors in art cities and historical sites; 
• creation of a Forum of spas and health culture in 
the Mediterranean. 
A meeting of managers of hiscorical sítes is ched-
uled for the Spring of 1996 in Saida (Lebanon). 
(e} Network ol Mediterranean city lestivals 
The serious tensions affecting the Mediterranean 
should not cause us to forget thc area 's creative dimen-
sion. North and south, east and west, great popular 
festivals mark the passing of the days and the cycle 
of lhe seasons and perpetuate age-old traclilions that 
in sorne cases stretch back a thousand years. This frag-
ile intangible beritage urgently needs to be preserved 
and perperuated. 
One of the most cffective ways of achieving this 
is to set up a nelwork that will enable the organizers 
of the main sucb festivals to keep in pcrmanent con-
tact with each other, exchange useful information and 
pool tbeir thougbts about their common problems and 
thcir future. 
The nctwork will be officially set up at the end of 
1995. It will meet for lhe first time in Valencia (Spain) 
in March 1996. The purpose of the meeting will be to 
draw up a Jist of thc main fcstivals. organize thc flow 
of information and adopt a 'charter' of Mediterranean 
popular traditions. 
The person responsible for this oetwork is Mr Ornar 
Calabrese, of the Universit} of Sienna. 
The UNESCO correspondcnt for lhcse lhree net-
works will be Ms Breda Pavlic. WHC. 
(d} Network ol Mediterranean crossroads cities 
The objective of this network is to creare bonds of 
friendship among Jcws. Muslims. Christians, the 
Jewisb and Palestrnian díasporas, Israclis, Arabs and 
1 O Networks ancl activities 
Europeans, based on a great variety of scientific. intel-
lectual, artistic and other exchanges. and to root these 
new expressions of solídarity io practica] projects 
involving co-operation. Thc cities concerned are 
Cordoba. Fez, Alexandria. Amrnan and Jerusalem. A 
meeting to set up the network was hcld in Petra from 
19 to 24 October 1995. 
The promoter of lhis network is Mr Michel 
Azoulay. 
(e} Network ol Mediterranean cities ol peoce 
The objective of this network is to promote the cul-
ture of peace in the Mediterranean arca through vari-
ous events and in co-operation with the Associated 
Schools and UNESCO Clubs. 
The co-ordinator of this network will be Mr Felix 
Martí, Director of the UNESCO Centre in Catatonia. 
Activities for 1995: 
• establishment of the network; 
• establishment of an annual prize to be awarded to 
a city that has distinguished itself in the promotion 
of peace. 
The UNESCO correspondent for these two net-
works is Mr Leslie Atherley, DIR/CIP/CPP. 
THE AL ANDALUS HERITAGE 
This ambitious programme of cultural tourism con-
cerns a vast region cxtending from the south of Spain 
and Portugal to lhe heart of Syria. Its aim is to iden-
tify and draw auention to the many traces of the Al 
Andalus civilization and its mcssage of tolerancc, sym-
biosis and intermixing between east and west. between 
Arabs. Jews and Christians. hs objectives and meth-
ods are thus very much in keeping with lhe building 
of a future of peace. knowledge and mutual rccogni-
tion among the Mediterranean peoples. 
The programmc includes: 
• cultural routes. i.e. the Al Andalus Routes. which 
go from Toledo to Damascus vía L1sbon, 
Marrakecb, Dakar. Timbuktu, Tunis, Tripoli . 
Alexandria. Jerusalem and Amman: 
• exhibitions (lslamic art from lhc kingdom of 
Granada, Mudejar art from Latin America. archi-
tecture. science, agronomy. gastronomy. etc.): 
• numcrous publications; 
• cultural events (music, drama, dance): 
• symposiums and conferences. 
The person responsible for this programme is 
Mr Jeronimo Paez, President of Sierra Nevada 1995. 
The UNESCO correspondent is Mr Leslie Atherley, 
DIR/CIP/CPP. 
VIA NOSTRA PRO JE CT 
The aim of this project is to map out a road network 
linking up the various countries of the Mediterranean 
Basin, blazed by works of art and buildings of cul-
tural interest. so lhat the network becomcs a symbol 
of those countrics · common Mediterranean idenlity and 
thus of the spirit of pcacc that should gradually unite 
them. 
The promoters of thc project intend thereby to 
generate internauonal a\\arcness of these routes. which 
not only serve an esscnt1al cconomic purpose bue are 
also important ,·ector-, for the transfer and dissemina-
tion of culture. 
The project, promoted b) the lnternational 
Federation for Housing and Planning (IFHP) and tbe 
fnrernalional Road ¡:;cdcration (IRF) has been included 
by UNESCO among the activitics of the World Decade 
for Cultural Devclopment. It has also received lhe sup-
port of the Jntcrnational Automobile Federation (IAF), 
the lnternational Touring Alliance (ITA) and the 
lnternational Road Transport Union (IRTU). 
Activities scheáuled for 1995: 
• definition of ways and means; 
• official presentation of the project: 
• launching of thc networJ... 
The UNESCO correspondem for this network is 
Mr Leslie Atherk), DIR/CJP/CPP. 
MEDITERRANEAN CITIZENS ' FORUM 
The aim of thi-. nct\\.Ork. which originated in tbe 
Helsinki Cilizen-,· Assembl). is to enable cirizens to 
become actively invoh ed in Mediterranean policy-
making alongside political parties and State institu-
tions. Il seeks to give \'Oice to practical proposals ema-
nating from the many different components of civil 
society. The forum is dcsigncd to serve as a meeting-
place and a clearing house capable of building up a 
network of contacrs in order to facilitare practica! 
co-operation and solidarity and the organization of 
local actions or special projccts. 
Actions scheáuleá for 199 5: 
• publication of four newsleuers; 
• symposium on Algcria; 
• seminar on 'Migration and citizenship'; 
• conference on 'The citizen 's contribution to Euro-
Mediterranean co-opcration ·; 
• symposium on Jerusalem. 
The UNESCO corrcspondent for this network is 
Mr Leslie Atherley. DJR/CIP/CPP. 
'WOMEN Of THE 
MEDITERRANEAN ' NETWORK 
This network links togcther a series of projects. net-
works and ongoing activitics whose synergy it seeks 
to mercase. 
1. MeJiterranean Wom en's Forum 
1L aims to involve women from the northem and south-
ern shores of thc Mediterranean in activities to increase 
university, scicntiñc. political and cultural exchanges 
and exchangcs at the levcl of associations. By giving 
priority to cultural action, it intends to establish areas 
of dialogue among womcn committed to the creation 
and transmission of culture. The forum seeks to make 
both the general public and dccision-makers aware of 
its concerns by: 
• publishing a newslcttcr on the status of women in 
Meditcrranean countries: 
• setting up data banks: 
• establishing inter-university co-operation agree-
ments; 
• publishing writings by and about Mediterranean 
women; 
• increasing lhe organintional capacity of women. 
The forum is supported in particular by tbe Inslitute 
valenciá de la donna, the National Commissions of 
ltaly, Morocco and Spain, CREDIF (Tunis) and Kenge 
(Athcns). Jt held its second session from 3 to 5 June 
1995 in Tunis. Thc aim of that meeting was, in the 
light of the cultural diversity of the Mediterranean area. 
to give thought to the setring up of an information 
platform for the fourth World Conference on Women 
Networks oná octivities J J 
in Beijing. where a declaration on women and work 
would also be presented. 
2. REUNIR 
This network hru. a number of goals that are similar to 
Lhose of the Mediterranean Women 's Forum (improv-
ing the status of women, increasing tbe visibility of 
women ·s action in the cultural fielcl ensuring lhe cir-
culation of information, combating exclusion and xeno-
phobia). The difference líes in its composition. as it 
links not women contributing to the development of cul-
ture but non-governmental organizations such as the 
Tunis-bascd El Taller, lhe Konrad Adenauer Foundation, 
which is vcry active in the Mediterranean. women's 
associations devotcd to development, education or lhe 
em ironment. the Palestinian associarion ·culture and 
Free Thinking'. 'Enfants réfugiés du monde', which 
manages multi-purpose cultural centres. and so on. 
Its specific objectives are: 
• to actívate the S)'nergy latent among associations: 
• to take spccific action to set up associations; 
• to work to imprO\e the legal framework of asso-
ciations in the counrries around tbe Mediterranean: 
• to emphasize the value of cultural expression pro-
duccd in a context of emigration. 
A series of meetings have already been held. The 
setting up and running of the project are Lhe respon-
sibility of Ms Asmahan El Batraoui. CLT/CID. 
3. Montserrat Roig Foundation 
lor Art and Culture 
This foundation. in partnership with UNESCO. will 
produce and publish a newsletter on the status of 
womcn in thc Mediterranean. using a network of 
women joumahsts m the various countries concemed. 
4. Block Sea University for Women 
The fiN womcn 's university. organized in Romanía in 
1992. proposcd Lhat 11 should be extended to the Black 
Sea reg1on. Thc thcme of 1he first session was 
'Workshop on Fcminism: Intemational Experience and 
Solidarity', that of 1993 was ·Fully Represcntativc 
Democracy' and that of 1994 was 'Women and Work'. 
The univcrsity will be supported by the Romanian 
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National Commission for UNESCO. lt held 1ts fourth 
session in July 1995, and during lhat year the proceed-
ings of ÍL<; third session and an information booklet for 
the Fourth World Conference on Women. held in Beijing 
from 30 August to 12 September 1995, were publbbed. 
S. UNESCO Centre for Peace 
and Women in the Balkans 
Set up in Thessalonika (Greece). 1t is open lo Lhe Cl un-
rries of the former Yugoslavia and its objecli\'e 1!> to 
create bonds of mutual assistance and fnend,hip 
among these different peoples and cultures "º a_, to 
ensurc peace and improve the status of women. 
Supportcd in particular by the European Union and the 
Inter-Balkan Association of Women for Peace. the 
Centre produces a directory of women·s ª"' ..._ auon-. 
in Lhe Balkans. Jn addition, it has a docum~...,.,taUon 
centre on thc status of women in Balkan coum.ne 
Its main fields of action will be culture. edu n. 
health. the environment, economic de\'e,opmem. d 
relations with intemarional organizatiolb 
6. Co·operation with Palestine and Israel 
This project intcnds to develop lhe Ll!\'K 
exchange and dialogue among communitie 
supported in particular by the Belgran U..'11 
and wi 11 be operational as soon as circum'tances 
7. Co· operation with the University 
of Bir Zeit (Palestine) 
The aim is to organize. in co-operau 
CAMPUS. a series of actions related t 
of the Copenhagcn Convemion on the ~~-~~ 
ali Forms of Discrimination against \\ 
ified by the Palestrnian people. Paro 
be made of the award of feUO\\ 
women academics and teachers. 
8. lntellectual support to the Colltelive 99S 
Maghreb Equality 
This nctwork receives hackstoppm-= f! 
NGO network and a grant from lhe Eben 1~LJ.J.AWJJ1un 
(Germany). Tunisian, Algerian and Moroccan associa-
tions have participated in it, with a view to the prepa-
ration of the non-governmental organizations' forum at 
the fourth World Conference on Women, in particular 
through the organiLation of the Parliarnent of Women 
in lslamic Countries. 
The UNESCO correspondent for this series of 
activities is Ms Wassyla Tamzali. co-ordinator for 
activities relating to women. 
NETWORK FOR EDUCATION 
ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
ANO ON TOLERANCE 
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN 
The aim of this group of networks is to make the peo-
ples of the Mediterranean, especially the young. aware. 
through education, of environmental and intercultural 
problems in the Mediterranean and of the importance 
of tolerance in human relations in this multicultural area. 
Al present ll comprises three major programmes: 
l. "Children of the Mediterranean ' 
A programme launched by the Director-General in 
l 993 for children under the age of 11 with che aun of 
passing on through them the twin messages of ecol-
ogy and tolcrance. lt aims to bring the people living 
in the Mediterranean Basin togethcr through educa-
tional activities carried out jointly. l ts objective is to 
help them to discover their history and traditions and 
to make thcm more aware of thc need to preserve their 
ecosysrem. 
The activities scheduled for the 1994-1996 biennium ore 
as follows: 
• a meeting in a Med1terranean city of teachers from 
countrics participating in thc project; 
• publication of a book The Mediterranean tlzrough 
a Child\ E\.·e~ concerning Mediterranean children 
and their perception of the sea: 
• inter-school exchanges: twinning. competitions. 
trips. corrcspondence. etc.: 
• teacher Lraining: prcparation and distribution of 
documentat1on and Lcaching mateiials: 
• launching ora competition on 'The Mediterranean, 
past ami prcscnt': 
• production of television series and docurnentaries: 
• organization of an educational cruise in the 
Mediterranean. 
Thc programme was officially presented by the 
Director-General at UNESCO Headquarters on 10 May 
1995. On 1hat occasion. thc first winners of the com-
petition on 'The Mediterranean. past and present', 
organized for primary scbools in Paris and Barcelona, 
received their prizes. 
This ac1ion was backed up by a children's culture 
of peace festival. which was held on the isJand of Chio 
in Greecc in May 1995 under the Culture of Peace 
Programme. Thc festival. organized in co-operation 
with the Associated Schools Project and the Greek 
au1horitics, was atlended by children from Albania, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Haly, Romania, 
Slovenia and Turkcy. 
Its main objective is to encourage children of the 
Mediterranean to reflect upon their environrnent, tradi-
tions. cultuml and historical values in order for them to 
play an active role in their communities in this respect 
as well as to promote a culture of peace. 
The association ·ocmain. la mer'. chaired by 
Ms Gloria Lolivier. is responsible for the implemen-
tation and organization of the Children of the 
Mediterranean programme. 
Thc UNESCO correspondent is Mr Lopez Ospina, 
DIR/EPD. 
2. 'Young people and the Mediterranean' 
This is for schoolchildren and students aged 11 to 24 
who a1tcnd cithcr Associated Schools or universities, 
and their tcachcrs. lt concentrates oo the environment 
and on intercultural exchanges and will be imple-
mented. in collaboration with the UNESCO Centre in 
Catalonia, primarily in western Mediterranean coun-
Lries (Malta. ltaly. France, Spain, Portugal. Morocco. 
Algeria. Tun1sia and the L1byan Arab Jamahiriya). The 
meeting ro launch the project took place in March 
1995 at Crc\ illcntc. Spain. Mr Felix Martí. Director 
of the UNESCO Centre in Catalonia. and Mr Miguel 
Martí. Nat1onal Co-ordinator of lhe Associated Schools 
ProJCCt in spam, will co-ordinate this programme in 
close collaboration with the two UNESCO officials. A 
second 'Mcditerranean youth gathering' was held from 
13 to 23 July in Cheninigabes (Tunisia) and Barcelona 
(Spain). 
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Tbe UNESCO officials concerned are. for the 
Associated Schools component, Ms Elizabeth 
Khawajkie, ED/ECS/HCJ and, for the higher edu-
ca ti on component. Mr Abdallah Bubtana, 
ED/HEP/HE. 
3. South-East Mediterranean Project 
(SEMEPJ 
This is an interdisciplinary programme intended for 
primary school pupils and students in general and 
technical/vocational secondary education. JL was sub-
mitted by Greece to the General Confcrencc of 
UNESCO in October 1993 and supported by a num-
ber of eastern MediLe1Tanean countries (Albania. 
Greece. Turkey. Lebanon. Cyprus. Israel, Jordan and 
Egypt). Ir aims to dcvclop teaching materials for 
pupils and teachcrs through nerworks such as the 
Assocíated Schools. UNEVOC. CORDEE. and JEE 
operating in thc countries concerned and through 
institutions specializing in training teachers for envi-
ronmental. technical and vocational and general edu-
cation. It will also cncourage exchanges relating Lo 
educarion and culture. lt supporcs links betwcen 
schools. local industries and the community in cnvi-
ronmental and other mauers. A meeting was held to 
outline the project in March 1994 and the meeting to 
launch it was held from 13 to 15 November 1994 in 
Athens. The project ii. bcing co-ordinated by the 
Organjzation for Vocational Education and Training 
of the Mjnistry of Education in Athens (Greece) ami 
it wiU last six years. 
Activities scheduled far 1995: 
• summer schools on 'Cities and the Sea· from 9 to 
16 July in Greece; 
• publication of a bulletin on the network's activi-
ties in late August; 
• evaluation and programming meeting for co-
ordinators in late Scptember. 
The UNESCO correspondent for tbis network ii. 
Ms Maria MaleHi. ED/UCE. 
UNESCO's lntemational Hydrological Programme 
(lHP) also includes a large training component. It is 
intended lhat lhere should be co-operation between il 
and lhe Division of Ecological Sciences so as to 
develop training in environmental hydrology. This will 
provide useful consolidation of lhe action of thcsc 
networks. 
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NETWORK OF MEDITERRANEAN 
UNIVERSITIES 
The Communily of Mcditerranean Uuiversities (CMU) 
was set up in 1983 by sorne 50 mainly French. Greek. 
ltalian and Spanish, institulions. Jt now constitutcs a 
network of more than 150 higher education establi<;h-
ments in ali lhe Mcditerranean countries. 
The main fines of the CMU programme are as 
follows: 
• developmenl of direct links between Medilcrranean 
universities as thc basis of subregional networks; 
• organization of Mcditerranean university courses 
in specific arcas; 
• promotion oí teacher and student mobility through 
CMU grants; 
• organization of General Assemblies for lhe CMU 
programme and mee1ings of its Council. which 
have become meetings for discussing possiblc ncw 
directions in higher education: 
• pilot iuformation workshop on market economics for 
senior civil servants from soulhern Mediterrancan 
counuies; 
• award of the Mediterranean Prize to outstanding 
people. 
On 7 Octobcr 1992. CMU and UNESCO signe<l 
an agreemenl to develop cross-border ties among thcse 
institutions. mainly through twinning and networks 
within lhe framework of UNITW1N and lhe UNESCO 
Chairs. and to promote the Lransfer of knowledge by 
increasing exchangcs of teachers. Operational agree-
ments are being sought with the European Union (Mcd-
Campus), lhe Council of Europe, OECD. and ALECSO 
and forms of co-operation are being sought with the 
Arab Ioter-Universil) Network for Staff Development. 
The actioo of lhe nctwork is based on lhe lntemational 
Convention on the Recognition of Studies, Diplomas 
and Degrees in Highcr Education in the Arab and 
European States bordering on Lhe Mediterranean 
( 1976) and on the Rccommendation on the Recognition 
of Studies and Qualifications in Higher Education. 
adopted by lhe General Confereoce at its twcnty-
sevenlh session. on 13 November 1993. 
Activities for 199 5: 
• meeting of rectors from the Maghreb. 3 March. 
Marrakech (Morocco). The meeting led to lhe 
establishment of a co-operation follow-up panel; 
• meeting of thc CMU Steering Committee at the 
lnstitut du monde arabe, Paris (France). on 29 May. 
Proposed establishment of a permanent socio-
economic observatory; 
• meeting with Albanian rectors in Barí (ltaly) on 
3 July. At this meeting the foundations were laid 
for a permanent socio-economic observatory in 
Albania and measures were taken to set up a 
Mediterranean university college of the environ-
m ent (in which ali the Albanian universities will 
participatc. with a view in particular to proposing 
that UNESCO. the European Union and the Council 
of Europe undertake programmes and actions 
within their fields of competeoce), a 
Medite rranean unive rs ity institute for training 
in the quality of life and human development, 
and a standing committee whose task will be to 
ensure the implementation of these decisions and 
subsequcntly to make an evaluation of thern. The 
committee will meet in Albania twice a year; 
• Jaunching of thc Avicenna Project devoted to the 
disinfection of waste water and the therapeutic 
aspects of thc recycling of waste water in agricuJ-
ture in the Mediterraneao region (with the Hebrew 
Universit} of Jerusalem. the University of 
Ponsmouth. the Uni\ersity of Malta. the 
Univer-.itat Autónoma de Barcelona and University 
Hassan TI of Egypt); 
• preparation and implementation of severa! projects 
on distancc teaching, language teaching and agri-
cultura! and cnvironmental education. 
The UNESCO correspondent for thís network is 
Mr Abdallah Bubtana, ED/HEP/HE. 
UNIVERSITY OF TOURISM 
FOR PEACE 
The devclopment of a sustainable tourism that respects 
cultures and sites is one of the most important ways 
of bringing people closer together and evening out 
!.tandards of lh ing in the Near East and the 
Mediterrancan Basm. It also helps to further the peace 
proccss. 
For this purpose. young people need to be trained 
to be jointl> responsible for the various aspects of work 
relating to the Lourist industry: development of sites 
with due regard for Lhcir physical, cultural and human 
environment: innovation in the design. introduction and 
organization of ncw tourist products: smooth manage-
ment of sites, rcception facilities and services. 
To mect this objective. overcome the problems 
related to the difficulty or indeed impossib li~ 
and enable students to benefit from the be,t 
training resources. the university uses an ap 
ba<>ed essentially on simulation. which \\IL be..,..., ... ,.. 
up in each of the selected sites by person-to-
teaching and traineeships in companies. 
In other words. this is a kind of off-campu ... uru-
versity in which each studeat continues to acte'ld a 
local universit}" at which he or she follows course 
taught through intcractivc television, horizontal com-
munication between teachers and students and person-
to-person teaching. The course lasts three years and 
leads to a diploma recognized by UNESCO and the 
World Tourisrn Organization. An agreement has been 
signed between UNESCO and the university to ensure 
that it gcts off to a rapid starl and to guarantee its 
fu tu re. 
Activities for 199 5: 
• signature of an agrecment witll UNESCO; 
• organization of the first courses. 
The founder and person responsible for the uni-
versity is Mr Gilbert Trigano. 
The UNESCO correspondent is Mr Abdallah 
Bubtana. ED/HEP/HE. 
MEDITERRANEAN SOLAR COUNCIL/ 
MEDSOLAR NETWORK, 
UNESCO SUMMER SCHOOLS 
ANO MEDITERRANEAN WORKSHOPS 
The Meditcrrancan Solar Council grew out of the 
World Solar Summit, organized on the inítiative of 
UNESCO, which provides the secretariat for it. 
The Mediterranean Solar Council was set up \\ ith 
the aim of co-ordinating the efforts being made by the 
various inlere!.ted parties in the area to develop renew-
able energics and of promoting and launching a 
regional solar programme for the purpose. in particu-
lar. of: 
• promoling and co-ordinating regional. interregional 
and intemationaJ co-operation, especially in regard 
to training, research. technology transfer and indus-
trial partncrships; 
• developing consciousncss-raising acfr"itie:. witb a 
view to strengthening thc role that might be played 
by rencwablc sources of cnergy in energy supplies 
and safeguarding the environment. 
An initi<1l meeting of the Sponsorshíp Committec 
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of Ministers of Energy of the Mediterranean Countries 
was held in Sousse (Tunisia) on 19 January 1995. The 
'Sousse Declaration on Solar Energy Co-operation in 
the Mediterranean Basin' was published following the 
meeting. 
The Mediterranean Solar Progranune comprises a 
number of specific activitics to be carried out within 
the framcwork of the World Solar Decade ( 1996-2005) 
along with regional strategic projects (water desalina-
tion, rural electrification. education. training and 
infonnatíon, regional industrial policy, etc.). 
A second meeting will be held in Marrakcch 
(Morocco) in April 1996. 
The Council involves national institutions and 
governmcnL'> in promoting ncw and renewablc ·soft · 
sources of energy and related technologies. An incrcased 
use of thesc energy sources is essential to the devclop-
ment of a culture of peace. 
Al Lhe UNESCO summer schools and in collabo-
ration with DG XVII of thc Commission of the 
European Umon it organiLes ·evaluation workshops · 
on the applications of solar energy. These workshops 
deal with the use of renewable sources of energy. espe-
cially photovolcaic solar energy, and their environ-
mental effccts. Five additional workshops are to be 
held in thc Medilerranean region. 
The UNESCO correspondcnc for lhis activity i'i 
Mr Boris BerkO\Ski, DIR/SC/EST. 
MEDITERRANEAN OCEANOGRAPH IC 
RESEARCH NETWORK 
la the Mediterranean, the lntemational Oceanographic 
Commiss1on (IOC) is conducting and supporting activ-
ities in thc ñclds of physical and chemical oceano-
graphy. modelling. research on cutrophication. sea be<l 
cartography and marine pollution research and moni-
toring in co-operation wíth other organizations. in par-
ticular the MEDPOL Programme, the Uníted "lations 
Environment Programme - Mediterranean Action Plan 
(MAP-UNEP), the lnternational Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), the United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the Intemational 
Commission for Scientific Exploration of the 
Mediterranean Sea (lCSEM). 
Two Mediterranean scientific networks were set up 
by the IOC in 1991: 
• the lnternational Oceanographic Research 
Programme in the Western Mediterranean 
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(PRIMO), the main purpose of which is to co-
ordinatc the studies in physical oceanography car-
ried out in that area and through which in partic-
ular advanced research has been able to be con-
ducted on 'dense water' formation: 
• lhe lntemational Programme of Co-operation on 
the Physical Oceanography of the Eastern 
Meditcrrancan (POEM). focusing on the study of 
water circulation (whirlpools, currents. etc.). A 
campaign invoh ing severa! research vessels was 
organi1ed from January to April 1995 to study the 
formation of levantine intcm1ediate water. 
Thcsc two networks have also started rescarch on 
sea bed cartography in associatíon with the · Floating 
University · programme TREDMAR which. aboar<l the 
ship 'Gelendzt1k·. is studying sedimentar) basins in 
the Medncrranean. The fourth TREDMAR cruise was 
organi1ed in 1994 under the agreement s1gned on 
3 February 1994 between UNESCO and the Univcrsity 
of Moscow for the establishment of a chair in mar-
itime geosciences. 
Studies in living marine resources in relation to 
ocean conditions will be canied out in co-opcration 
with FAO and within the framework of the joint IOC-
FAO/OSLR (Ocean Scicnccs and Living Rcsources) 
programmc. 
Within the framework of the joint IOC/UN Occan 
Sciences and Non-Living Resources programme 
(OSNLR). studies on coastal zones and marine island 
environments have been proposed, which are to be 
conducted in close co-operation with ICSEM. The 
latter organized a round table on Saturday 25 March 
1995 in Malta on the scientific exploration of the 
Mediterranean. 
Co-opcration with networks belonging to che 
Federation ofEuropean Co-ordination Networks (FER) 
could be established to carry out research and dcvcl-
opment activities. 
Thc UNESCO correspondent for this net\\ork. is 
Mr Gunnar Kullenberg. IOC Secretary. 
MEDITERRANEAN NETWORK 
FOR THE SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
OF POLYMER-BASED HIGH-TECH 
MATERIALS (MEDNET) 
MEDNET was set up officially in November 1992 at 
the inaugural conference held in Naples. The network 
is sponsored by the Regional Office for Science and 
Technology for Europe (UNESCO-ROSTE). the Italian 
National Researcb Council and other national and iater-
national institutions. 
Some 50 research and training centres from 
Algeria, Croatia, Egypt, France, Greece, Israel, ltaly, 
Malta, Jordan, Romanía. Slovenia, Spain and Turkey 
have joined MEDNET so far. 
The broad lines of MEDNET's work are as follows: 
• promotion of infonnation exchange among research 
and training centres in countries in the 
Mediterranean Basin in the field of polymer-based 
high-tech materials; 
• intensificatioa of working contacts between these 
centres and individual researchcrs; 
• stimulation oftechnological innovation in the coun-
tries of the Mediterranean Basin; 
• cncouragement of cxchanges of specialists and 
facilitation of access to a number of laboratories 
with a view to the execution of joint projects; 
• contribution to the process of peace and develop-
ment in the Medüerranean Basin. 
In 1994, MEDNET focused on a number of activ-
ities carried out in Naples (Italy) from 5 to 
12 November 1994, including the organization of: 
• the nrst Mediterranean exhibition of technological 
innO\ ation; 
• seven lectures and workshops linked to this 
exhibition. 
These dealt with the qucstions of partnership 
between universities, industry and science as the best 
mcans of bringing about innovation in comemporary 
socicty. 
ln the 1995-1997 biennium. MEDNET consists 
esscntially in the organization of schools for young 
researchers from the countries of the Mediterranean 
Basin. various scienlific conferences and a second 
\!tediterranean exhibition in Jtaly in collaboration with 
UNISPAR. A Mediterranean school for the science and 
tcchnology of polymer-bascd high-tech materials was 
helcl at Fodele (Greece) from 5 Lo 9 Ju ne J 995. 
A MEDNET newsleuer will be published in 1995 
together with severa! volumes of records of MEDNET 
cvcnts organized in Naples from 5 to 12 November 
1994. The MEDNET acti\illes schcduled for 1996-
1997 are: 
• a Mcditerranean sympos1um on high-tecb plastic 
matenals. in Israel in 1996; 
• the second Mediten-anean cxhibition of technologi-
cal innovation, in Naplcs at the cnd of L 996: 
• a Medilerranean school on pol)mer-b 
als \\ ill be held in Jordan in 199-. 
The headquarters of the MED~TI net 
Naplcs. It is at present developing a data 
polymer-based materials. 
Thc UNESCO correspondent for Lhis nerv. 
Mr Vladimir Kouzminov, Head of the Regional Offitt 




AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
Through the mobilization of networks of experts. the 
centre 's objective will be to promote co-operat10n 
projects between the different countries and regions of 
the Mediterranean. These functional pilot projects 
with a systemic approach will associate scientific.. 
institutional and industrial partners. The centre will 
Lhus be a catalyser of savoir-faire and of technologies 
and will encourage exchanges and transfer of 
expcriences. lt will validate and diffuse the results of 
thcse activities. thus playing an inciting role. 
The specific priority sectors where this partnership 
will be expressed are: demography. urban planning. 
environment. natural mineral and biological resources. 
pollution hygiene and health. water resources and 
water management, farm-produce industry and 
rcnewable energies. 
Activities foreseen as of 1996: 
• preparation of methodological approaches to urban 
planning and management; 
• development programmes and techniques for the 
management of coastal arcas: 
• elaboration of a surveillance and continuous eval-
uation system of marine resources in arder to sen-
sitizc industrialists. maritime transporters and pro-
fessionals dealing with tourism: 
• establishment of techniques for the reprocessing of 
used warers in North Africa and the Middle Ea-,t; 
• diffus1on of the use of synthettc resins for water 
conservation in agricultura! arcas of the Maghreb: 
• study of conservation and transport problems of 
pcrishable goods in accordance with the needs of 
the population. 
The person responsible for these activities is 
Mr Layashi Yaker. 
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The UNESCO correspondent is Mr Boris 
Berkovski. DIR/SC/EST. 
EDUCATION AND HEALTH NETWORK 
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN 
The objective of thís network is to carry out activities 
to promote health in a global perspcctive, with cmpha-
si on combating AlDS. Its activities will be carried 
out under the auspices of UNESCO. WHO. the 
European Academy of Arts. Sciences. and Humanities 
and the AIDS Prevention Foundation. 
Activities scheduled for 1995: 
• cstabfühment in Djerba (Tunisia) of a training and 
research centre on keyholc surgery: 
• a pilot project on education for the prevention of 
haemoglobinopathies: 
• summer schools on AIDS prevention for young 
doctors: 
• information work and preventivc action in schools 
and universities. 
J B Networks and activities 
The promoter of this network is Mr Raymond 
Daudel. 
The UNESCO correspondent for this activity is 
Mr Boris Berkovski. DIRJSC/EST. 
A MEDITERRANEAN MULTAQA 
The entire programme and its networks are focused 
on practica! action. A body to symbolize its global 
scope and political will is therefore necessary. This 
role w11l be fulfiUed by an assembly composed of 
so me l 00 very emincnl persons from the worlds of 
economics. politics. academic life and the arts. This 
Assembly will meet every two ycars. in the presence 
of che Director-General, and will spend thrcc days 
debating a theme of majar importancc to thc world 
and the Mediterranean. and proposing initiatives suit-
ablc for inclusion in the programme and its networks. 
1t has been decided to hold che first meeting in 1996 
in Alexandria (Egypt). 
ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROGRAMME 
The remainder of lhe programme comprises coUabo-
ration with other activities and institutions in the form 
of ad hoc associations: 
BLUE PLAN 
The Bluc Plan operates from Sofia Antipolís. It is one 
of thc components of the Mediterranean Actíon Plan 
(MAP) and conduct. systematic forward-looking 
research on relations between populatíon. resources. 
environment and de"elopment for the entire 
Mcditerranean Basin. Several areas of study covered 
by the Blue Plan (environment and development. water 
and energy problems. demography. tourism. etc.) are 
conducive to co-operation "'ith UNESCO's 
Mediterranean Programme. The Science Sector is 
already collaborating with it in ad hoc operations. 
The pcrson in charge of these activities is 
Mr Michcl Batissc, Presiden! of the Blue Plan. 
FAO 
UNESCO's Division of Ecological Sciences has for 
15 years bcen supporting thc meetings of Silva 
Mediterranea. thc FAO Committee in charge of 
Mediterrancan forcstry questions. Represeocatives 
of forestry commission-.. from 31 countries in the 
\1editerranean Basin. Central Europe and the 
\fü.ldle East belong to Silva Mediterranea. The aim 
of this co-opcration is not only to improve forestry 
research in general but also to involve foresters in 
activitie-. con<lucted under the Man and the 
Biosphcre programmc (MAB) and. in particular. in 
research on agro-sylvo-pastoral systems and the 
extcnsion of thc intcrnational biosphcre reserves 
net~ ork. It was thus agrccc.l at Lhc seventeenth ses-
... ion of Silva Medilcrranea lhat a joint study would 
be conducted by FAO anc.l UNESCO on the role of 
foresters in thc managcmcnt of protected areas, with 
emphasis on the concept of biosphere reserves. 
The person responsible for these activities is 
Mr Mohamcd Skouri, SC/ECO. 
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE 
FOR ADVANCED MEDITERRANEAN 
AGRONOMIC STUDIES 
A co-operation agreement was established in 
Novembcr 1990 betwcen UNESCO and !CAMAS with 
a \iev .. to carrying out activities of common interesr. 
SC/ECO has thus takcn part in severa! symposia orga-
nized by ICAMAS on thc managemenc of natural 
resources an<l agricultura! development in general. the 
mO!>t rclcvant of which was held in Montpellier in 
Octobcr 1994 with the support of lhe Académie 
el' Agriculture of Francc. It focused on the theme 
· Agriculture and the future of lhe Mediterranean 
world'. 
The person responsible for lhese activities is 
Mr Mohamc<l Skouri. SC/ECO. 
DIVISION OF WATER SCIENCES 
In the ficld of hydrology and water resources. and more 
especially under the lnternational H)drological 
Programmc ( !HP). the followmg activities are being 
carried out at the Medite.manean level. 
1. Stuáy ol hyárological regimes 
The study of the hydrolog1cal regimes of Alpine and 
Meditcrranean rcgions (FRlEND/AMY) was part of 
one of thc projccts carried out under IHP-IV ( 1990-
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1995). It wi 11 be continued during the next IHP phase 
(IHP-V, 1996-2001). 
It aims to leam more about the flow regimes of 
watercourses in the Mecliterranean region by sharing 
data and developing scientific co-operation. 
The project is being co-ordinated by the Centre 
national du machinisme agricole du génie rural des 
eaux et des forets (CEMAGREF). in Lyon, which 
houses the data base. 
Yearly co-ordination meetings are Linked with sci-
entific seminars at which research findings are prc-
sented and discussed. Meetings of this kind have been 
held in Perugia, ltaly ( 1992), Madrid, Spain ( 1993 ), 
and Stara Lesna, Slovakia (1994 ). 
2. Symposium on water resources 
management in the Mediterranean under 
drought or water shortage conditions, 
Nicosia (Cyprus) 14-18 March 1995 
UNESCO is associated with the organization of this 
meeting, sponsored by lhe Europcan Water Resources 
Association (EWRA). 
The symposium was aiming at an exchange of the 
experience acquired by Meditcrranean countries in 
coping with the chronic shortage of water which is 
affecting them. 
In collaboration with the national IHP Committee 
of Greece, UNESCO it has held, in parallel, a special 
meeting of national IHP committees of the 
Mediterranean countries in order ro decide on topics 
for co-operation that could be developed in the future 
under JHP. 
THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE 'S 
TRANSMEO-INFO NETWORK 
The Council ofEurope's Nonh-South Centre for Global 
Interdependence and Solidarity, which seeks to develop 
in Europe public awareness of global interdependence, 
is currenúy setting up in Lisbon a Mediterrancan infor-
mation centre, entitled the Transmed-Info Centre. lrs 
purpose is to identify and organize into a trans-
Mediterranean network lhe main sources of infonna-
tion about the Mediterranean. Thesc include documen-
tation centres, libraries and other specialized services, 
organizations, institutes. groups and individuals 
involved in Mediterranean programmes or projects. 
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The objcctive of the lnfo-Network is to facilitate 
the identification of such programmes and projects, 
together with related activities and meetings. to dis-
seminate this information and to contribute to reduc-
ing overlapping and duplication of efforts. The cen-
tre 's approach is at once multidisciplinary and 
multicultural. 
The Transmed-Info Centre plans to offer: 
• a data bank on activities and projects involving 
Mediterranean co-operation: 
• a directory of key organizations; 
• a timetable of the main events scheduled; 
• a newslettcr. 
The pcrson responsible for the network is Ms Ana 
Gorey. 
1 NTE R PAR LI AME NTARY 
CONFERENCE ON SECURITY 
ANO CO-OPERATION 
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN (CSCM) 
The lnterparliamentary Union has expressed the wish 
that the CSCM process be associated with the 
Mediterranean Programme. 
Betwcen 1973 and 1991 the Interparliamentary 
Union paid special attention to issues relating to the 
Mediterranean within the context of the seven inter-
disciplinary conferences on co-operation and security 
in Europc. 
ln 1990 it considered that it should assume rcspon-
sibility for initiating a similar type of proccss in order 
to address current problems and chaUenges in the 
Mediterranean. 
In J une 1992 t11e first Interdisci plinary Con ference 
on Security and Co-operation in the Mediterranean 
was held in Malaga. Guided by the CSCE's cxperi-
ence, the Interparliamentary Union clivided ali the 
Mediterranean issues to be considered into three 
'baskets': 
• regional stabiliry; 
• co-development and partnership; 
• dialogue of civilizations and human rights. 
Also taking upa practice previously established for 
the CSCE, the Union decided to set up a permanent 
dialogue and negotiation mechanism at parliamentary 
leve! bringing together those taking part in the CSCM 
process at its two statutory annual conferences. A 
second conference took place in Malta from 1 to 
4 November 1995. 
Ms Christine Pintat of the lnterparliamentary Union 
is in cbarge of tbe CSCM process. 
EUROMED CIVIL FORUM 
The Euromed Civil Forum. organized by the 
Generalitat de Catalunya through the Institut Catala de 
la Mediterrania d'Estudis i Cooperació (ICM), will 
hold its first meeting on 29, 30 November and 
1 Decembcr 1995, immediately after the close of the 
Euro-Mediterranean Ministerial Conference of the 
European Union. It will serve as a meeting point for 
representatives of civil society from the countries of 
the European Union and the whole of the 
Mediterranean area. Its objective is to offer a frame-
work for co-operation over and above political agree-
ments, through social, economic and cultural agencies 
in the Mediterranean Basin. 
The person responsible for lhe Euromed Civil Forum 
is Mr Baltasar Porcel. Deput)' President of the lCM. 
ARABIA PLAN 
One of the main aims of the Arabia Plan, initiated by 
the Director-General in 1991. is to promote dialogue 
between Arab and European cultures. lt is connected 
with the Mediterranean Programme on tbis account. 
while pursuing separate objectives regarding the Arab 
world as such and its relations with the rest of tbe 
world. 
The UNESCO official responsible for the Arabia 
Plan is Mr Abdelrashid Mahmoudi, CLT/CID. 
MEDITERRANEAN PROGRAMME 
OF THE EUROPEAN 
CULTURAL FOUNDATION 
This programme contains four projects: 
• Diagnoses. A series of debates that aim both to 
end thc isolation of thinkcrs and intellcctuals from 
the Arab and lslamic world and to make Europeans 
awarc of the vicw that thcsc thinkers and intellec-
cuals have of their own situation and of their rela-
lionship with European cultures. 
• Toledo : Escuela de 'fraductores. Establishment 
in Toledio, in conjunction with the Castilla la 
Mancha University, of an information and training 
centre for the translation of Arabic and Hebrew 
into European languages and vice versa. 
• Memories of the Mediterranean. This is a pub-
Lishing venture which aims to sho~ the importance 
of mutual knowledge and to contribute to the estab-
lishment of a Mcditerranean book area. The pro-
ject is setting out to reconstruct, through the pub-
lication of personal experiences, the shared history 
of the Meditemmean in recent decades. 
• Bookshops of the Mediterranean Network. 
Development of a network linking up a number of 
bookshops willing to carry out joinlly a series of 
activities, tbe aim of which is to promote and 
improve the circulation of books on the 
Mediterranean. The projcct is being run in close 
co-operation with tbe René Seydoux Foundation 
for the Mediterranean World .. 
Ms Odile Chenal is the co-ordinator of this 
programme. 
BLEU , LA MÉD ITERRANÉE 
CRÉATRICE 
A French initiative carried by the momentum of the 
European Un.ion 's Euro-Mediterranean partnership. 
Bleu, la Méditerranée créatrice will serve, on tbe 
occasion of a major annual gathering, as a focal point 
for tbe many creators working in the Mediterranean 
who have the same world-view. 
Based at the Palais du Pharo in Marseille (France), 
this project at prescnt covers five major fields: 
• heritage crafts; 
• industrial design; 
• visual arts: 
• music: 
• the world of ideas and books. 
This gathering. whose purpose is both cultural and 
economic. will be at once a true festival of 
Mediterrancan creativity and a trade fair and will be 
an occasion for meetiogs. exhibitions. discussions. 
debates and performances. featuring markets, compe-
titions, symposia, lectures and festivities. 
The pcrson responsible for - and initiator of - the 
project is Mr Thierry Fabre. editor-in-chief of the quar-
terly Qantara. 
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• a teacher's guide to the civilization of Al Andalus. 
The last two phases of the project. designed to 
strengthen this culture of pcace through informal edu-
cation, are: 
• the creation of a travelling museum; 
• the production of a television programme. 
The person in charge of this programme is 
Ms Sanná Osseiran, Vice-President of IPRA. 
PROGRAMME ON 'WATER 
AND LIFE 
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN' 
This educational programme dcveloped by the 
lntemational Society for Development (ISD) is aimed 
at children and young people from 8 to 18 years old. 
Its purpose is to help make them aware of cultural 
unity and díversity in the Mediterranean through leam-
ing about water, itself an example of unity and 
diversily. using a multidic;ciplin~ approach that takes 
in science. literature. technolog). philosophy. the envi-
ronment and so forth. 
It is being considered '' hether this programrne. which 
has grown out of Franco-Tumsían exchanges ~larse11le­
Carthage). m1ght be extended to ~lorocco. Lebanon. 
Spain and Portugal. thus layrng the foundations through 
various projccts for an interregionaJ Mediterranean edu-
cacional network. 
T he promoters of lhe programme are Mr Jacques 
Godchot and Ms Maric-Sophie Grojean. of the ISD. 
FOR A PEOPLE OF LIGHT 
This is a ballet promoted by the Lumen-Or Association 
and sponsored by UNESCO. which will be performed 
at the principal historical siles of the Mediterranean. Its 
purpose is to help reconcile men and women from díf-
ferent cultures. languagcs and civiJizations and to con-
solidate the rediscovered unity of the Mediterranean. 
The Director-General has appointed Professor José Vidal-Bcneyto, 
his Senior Special Adviser, to be Lhe focal point for the emire 
Mediterranean Programme. 
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